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Overview of the Dark Web

Key Takeaways

According to an Investopedia article:

● The dark web refers to encrypted online content that is not indexed by conventional

search engines.

● Specific browsers, such as Tor Browser, are required to reach the dark web.

● As with the early Internet, the dark web has also gained a reputation as a haven for

illegal activities.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/dark-web.asp


● The dark web helps people to maintain privacy and freely express their views.

(Image Source)

(Image Source)

https://www.broadbandsearch.net/blog/facts-about-dark-web#post-navigation-0
https://futuristspeaker.com/business-trends/the-future-of-the-darknet-9-critically-important-predictions/


The Initial Vision of the Silk Road

From Libertarian Ideals to Silk Road

A succinct synopsis from getAbstract explains that the seeds of the philosophy which Ross

Ulbricht would one day cite as inspiration for the Silk Road were planted during his time as a

master’s student at Penn State. Ulbricht’s field was science, but he developed a strong interest

in economics. In particular, Ulbricht found himself swayed by the theories of libertarian Ludwig

von Mises, who argued that individuals “must have economic freedom to be politically or morally

free.” After finishing his studies and embarking on a number of failed business endeavors,

Ulbricht first encountered bitcoin. This digital cryptocurrency not linked to any central bank

helped spark the idea of a “dark web” e-commerce site which would allow anonymous sellers to

engage in “illicit trade, mostly drugs.” In January 2011, this concept acquired virtual form:

Ulbricht launched Silk Road.

By late 2011 Silk Road was a massive success. Ulbricht found himself growing increasingly

overwhelmed by the demands of running the site – in terms of both managing the coding and

security and of dealing with the need to lie to friends and romantic partners about his activities.

He began hiring people to help handle technical issues, but nevertheless remained quite

involved in the site’s daily goings-on – particularly in terms of reinforcing Silk Road’s libertarian

politics and Golden Rule ethics. Ulbricht founded Silk Road on the notion of personal freedom,

but he also laid down a “strict code of conduct” for the site, which boiled down to a version of the

Golden Rule: “Treat others as you would wish to be treated, and don’t do anything to hurt or

scam someone else.”

https://www.getabstract.com/en/summary/the-rise-and-fall-of-silk-road/28030?af=refind


The Creator

All information that follows about Ulricht originated on Investopedia.

Ross Ulbricht (born 1984) was arrested in 2013, and two years later a Manhattan federal jury

found him guilty on seven charges including conspiracy to launder money, conspiracy to commit

computer hacking, conspiracy to traffic narcotics by the means of the internet and continuing a

criminal enterprise (the so-called kingpin charge). Ulbricht, a first-time offender, was not

convicted of actually selling illegal drugs and other items himself, but of creating and operating a

site where others did. He was sentenced to life in prison.

Ulbricht, who used the pseudonym "Dread Pirate Roberts" online, will spend the rest of his life

behind bars. Here's his story.

Key Takeaways

● Ross Ulbricht, the "Dread Pirate Roberts" of the Internet, founded and operated darknet

marketplace Silk Road in 2011 until it was shut down by the U.S. government in 2013.

● The site was a marketplace that included criminal activity including drugs and weapons

sales. The site's users paid using cryptocurrency; encryption protected user identities.

● In 2013 Ulbricht was arrested and indicted on seven charges including conspiracy to

launder money, conspiracy to commit computer hacking, conspiracy to traffic narcotics

by the means of the internet and continuing a criminal enterprise.

● Ulbricht was found guilty on all counts and was sentenced to two life imprisonment terms

plus forty years, to be served concurrently with no chance of parole.

https://www.investopedia.com/tech/ross-ulbricht-dark-net-pirate/


● Ulbricht also faced murder-for-hire charges in a Baltimore federal court. Those charges

were ultimately dropped in 2018.

● He remains in prison today, with his request for appeal denied by the United States

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

Ross Ulbricht, Darknet Pirate

Ulbricht founded Silk Road in 2011, calling himself "Dread Pirate Roberts" online, in a nod to the

hit 1987 movie The Princess Bride.He envisioned Silk Road as a "means to abolish the use of

coercion and aggression amongst mankind," according to his LinkedIn page.

He also said he was "creating an economic simulation to give people a first-hand experience of

what it would be like to live in a world without the systemic use of force."

Silk Road became popular over a very short span of time. When numerous media outlets picked

up stories on the market in mid-2011, a significant amount of interest developed in the site and

traffic increased exponentially.

An image sourced from coindesk depicts how the platform functioned.

https://www.coindesk.com/company/silk-road


Of course, as the site became more widely known, authorities also made moves to identify Silk

Road users and to shut down the site. Nonetheless, Silk Road remained a popular, but

shrouded marketplace where both legal and highly illegal activity took place through 2013.

According to the prosecutors, by the time it was shut down the site had generated almost

$213.9 million in sales and $13.2 million in commissions for its owner.



Silk Road Implosion

The Daily Dot in early 2013 reported that an Australian drug dealer was the first individual to be

convicted of crimes directly linked to the Silk Road. From this point, identification of users of Silk

Road continued to develop, and eventually, the FBI determined that Ulbricht was the founder

and owner of Silk Road. He was arrested on October 2, 2013, in a San Francisco library, and

was later indicted on seven charges.

In the process of shutting down Silk Road, the FBI seized 144,336 bitcoins from a shared digital

wallet on Ulbricht's laptop. They were sold in a series of auctions generating proceeds worth

$48.2 million.

Ulrich Post-Implosion

Trial and Imprisonment

Ulbricht's trial began in January 2015 in Manhattan, and he was convicted on all seven counts.

The trial was a highly publicized and charged event, with the presiding judge reportedly

receiving death threats from presumed Silk Road supporters, although that was never proven.

Prior to his sentencing, Ulbricht stated via a letter to the judge that his actions were linked to his

libertarian ideals and that "Silk Road was supposed to be about giving people the freedom to

make their own choices." On May 29, 2015, Ulbricht was sentenced to two life imprisonment

terms plus 40 years to be served concurrently without the possibility of parole.

Attempted Appeal



Ulbricht attempted to appeal, and in May 2017, the United States Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit denied his attempt. Also in 2017, Ulbricht appealed to the Supreme Court, with

attorneys arguing that his case involves unresolved constitutional questions regarding the

Fourth Amendment and the digital age. But in June 2018, the court declined to hear Ross’s

case. On October 10, 2019, Ulbricht filed a motion with the New York Southern District Court to

vacate or set aside his sentence.

Since Ulbricht's incarceration, more than 290,000 have signed an online petition created by Lyn

Ulbricht, Ross' mother, to commute his double life sentence.  His supporters have also created

an online fact sheet to provide more details about Ross's case.

Side Note

According to a Wired article, “In a study published in a forthcoming issue of the British Journal of

Criminology, Boston College sociologist Isak Ladegaard provides some of the strongest

quantitative evidence yet that the dark web drug trade actually received a sales bump following

the news of Ulbricht’s surprisingly harsh sentence. Starting in late 2014, Ladegaard used a

software tool he built to trawl what was then the largest Silk Road–style dark web market daily

for sales data. He focused on a 10-month window that included the time directly before and after

Ulbricht’s sentencing, and found that following Ulbricht’s sentencing, the site experienced a

significant increase in revenue.

‘The timing suggests that people weren’t discouraged from buying and selling drugs,” says

Ladegaard. "The data suggests that trade increased. And one likely explanation is that all the

media coverage only made people more aware of the existence of the Silk Road and similar

markets.’”

https://www.wired.com/2017/05/silk-road-creators-life-sentence-actually-boosted-dark-web-drug-sales/
https://doi.org/10.1093/bjc/azx021


Silk Road Controversy

Murder for Hire

Sourced from an article on Wired: In a 21-page IM chat log, which occurred over the anonymous

IM service Torchat, the Silk Road's Dread Pirate Roberts carries out conversations with his

staffer Inigo, a supposed drug-dealing associate named Nob (who we now know was actually

undercover DEA agent Carl Force), and a figure named Cimon, also known as Variety Jones,

whom Ulbricht had described in his journal as his "mentor" and advisor. The conversations

revolve around $350,000 worth of bitcoin that had been stolen from the Silk Road, which Dread

Pirate Roberts and Inigo believed had been taken by Silk Road staffer Curtis Clark Green. (In

fact, it seems the bitcoins had been allegedly stolen by rogue Secret Service agent Shaun

Bridges, using Green's account---one of the criminal charges for which Bridges was arrested

Monday.)

As they're presented by the prosecution, the chat logs seem to show for the first time how the

Dread Pirate Roberts is persuaded to commission Green's murder. And he's convinced not by a

federal agent seeking to entrap him in the act, but by Cimon, his own trusted mentor and

advisor. That initial step into the use of violence to protect his interests and the Silk Road would

eventually lead Roberts to pay for five more murders.

https://www.wired.com/2015/04/silk-road-boss-first-murder-attempt-mentors-idea/
https://www.wired.com/2015/02/ross-ulbricht-didnt-create-silk-roads-dread-pirate-roberts-guy/
https://www.wired.com/2015/03/dea-agent-charged-acting-paid-mole-silk-road/
https://www.wired.com/2015/03/dea-agent-charged-acting-paid-mole-silk-road/
https://www.wired.com/2015/02/read-transcript-silk-roads-boss-ordering-5-assassinations/


Strange Silk Road Finds
Sourced from Insider and 99bitcoins articles, the list that follows features a selection of unusual

items that have been advertised for purchase on the Silk Road (that are not directly

drug-related):

● Stainless steel practical nunchucks

● Online poker coaching

● Dried reindeer meat from Finland

● Amazon receipt generator

● “Immortality Guides”

● Package of 10 stolen uber accounts

Additional Sources for Further Information

● The Untold Story of Silk Road, Part 1
● The Untold Story of Silk Road, Part 2: The Fall
● The Truth About The Dark Web – IMF F&D
● Inside the FBI's search for Ross Ulbricht, dark web kingpin of Silk Road
● The Future of the Darknet: 9 Critically Important Predictions - Futurist Speaker
● Everything You Need To Know About The Dark Web in 2020

https://www.businessinsider.com/dark-web-whats-for-sale-2015-4?r=DE&IR=T#finally-those-stolen-uber-accounts-are-only-15-for-a-package-of-10-13
https://99bitcoins.com/20-strange-things-you-can-buy-on-silk-road/
https://www.wired.com/2015/04/silk-road-1/
https://www.wired.com/2015/05/silk-road-2/
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/09/the-truth-about-the-dark-web-kumar.htm
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ross-ulbricht-dread-pirate-roberts-silk-road-fbi/
https://futuristspeaker.com/business-trends/the-future-of-the-darknet-9-critically-important-predictions/
https://www.broadbandsearch.net/blog/facts-about-dark-web#post-navigation-15

